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cover feature security at the internet layer - security at the internet layer the internet engineering task
force is standardizing security protocols ... the current protocol versions were published as internet drafts in
march 1998. rolf oppliger federal ofﬁce of information technology and systems cover feature. 44 computer ...
oppliger, internet and intranet secu-rity, artech house ... lectures 1 and 2 firewalls and their limitations u internet and intranet security, rolf oppliger , artech house, 1998 u building internet firewalls, brent chapman
and elizabeth zwicky , o’reilly and associates, 1995 ... internet security protocols spring 2000 l l u firewalls do
not solve this problem firewalls. network l. shaping the research agenda for security in e-commerce shaping the research agenda for security in e-commerce rolf oppliger swiss federal office of information
technology and systems (bfi) ... the low cost and wide availability of the internet for businesses and customers
has sparked a revolution in electronic commerce (e-commerce) and e-commerce ap- ... intranet resources?
how can you make sure ... computer and intrusion forensics - higher intellect - implementing security for
atm networks, thomas tarman and edward witzke information hiding techniques for steganography and digital
watermarking, stefan katzenbeisser and fabien a. p. petitcolas, editors internet and intranet security, second
edition, rolf oppliger java card for e-payment applications, vesna hassler, martin manninger, mikhail ...
information and network security - techpedia - how to ensure information and network security, how to
protect a personal computer and how ... rolf oppliger: internet and intranet security. artech house, boston,
2002 [5] michael sikorski, andrew honig: practical malware analysis, the hands-on guide to ... in connection
with the internet, the term internet security is often used. moreover, authentication and authorization
infrastructures: kerberos ... - authentication and authorization infrastructures: kerberos vs. pki pd dr. rolf
oppliger ... practical intranet security: overview of the state of the art and available ... applied internet security
, addison-wesely, reading, ma, 1999, isbn 0201309807 references electronic warfare receivers and
receiving systems - ideal for security and network managers, as well as professional system and network
administrators, this easy-to-understand book is a complete guide to openpgp, s/mime, web- based and
gateway solutions, certified mail, delivery platforms, and instant messaging. shift from mainframes to
worksta- - higher intellect - 1a more comprehensive overview is given in internet and intranet security, r.
oppliger, artech house, 1998. in spite of their wide deployment within the internet community, firewall
technology is still an emotional topic. firewall advocates consider fire-walls as important additional safeguards
because opening remarks - profsandhu - vnetwork security essentials, william stallings, prentice-hall, 2000
vsecurity technologies for the world wide web, rolf oppliger, artech house, 2000 vinternet and intranet
security, rolf oppliger, artech house, 1998 vbuilding internet firewalls, brent chapman and elizabeth zwicky,
o’reilly and associates, 1995
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